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A.

OVERVIEW
1.

--Standard of Review: Used to determine if error occurred
--de novo
--abuse of discretion
--substantial evidence
--"boutique" standards
--Standard of Prejudice: Used to determine if error harmless vs. prejudicial
--Structural/ prejudicial per se: a few core federal constitutional errors
--Chapman/"reasonable possibility": Inost federal constitutional errors
-- Watson/"reasonable probability"
--"boutique" standards

2.

Need to establish both error and prejudice, generally.
Exceptions:
--"Structural" error, prejudicial per se
--errors where prejudice is inherent (e.g., insufficient evidence, abuse of
discretion in selecting a sentence)

3.

Creative issue-framing Inay yield a lTIOre favorable standard of review or standard
of prejudice

4.

Most standards are subjective. Find a favorable statelnent of the applicable
standard (they vary significantly), and be creative in defining and applying the
standard.

5.

Consider applicable SOR and SOP when drafting the facts.

B.

STANDARDS OF REVIEW
1.

SIJFFICIENCY OF THE EVIDENCE - Highly Deferential
II

What Happens Under Standard: Reviewing courts reverse if they find no
reasonable trier of fact could have found substantial evidence. ( Jackson v.
Virginia (1979) 443 U.S. 307, 318 [99 S.Ct. 2781,61 L.Ed.2d 560],' People
v. Johnson (1980) 26 Ca1.3d 557,576)
II

Standard not Inet merely because another version of events was reasonable

II

Generally must point to HOLE in the evidence with respect to an element

Persuasive Language to Use in Explaining Standard:
II

Although the record should be reviewed "in the light most favorable
to the judgment below ... the ... whole record--i.e., the entire picture
of the defendant put before the jury" lTIUst be reviewed, instead of
Inerely the evidence favorable to the prosecution. (Johnson, at p.
577.)
To be substantial, evidence lTIUst be "reasonable, credible, and of solid
value." (Johnson, at p. 578.)

II

Substantial evidence must "reasonably inspire confidence" and cannot
be "mere speculation." (People v. l'Jarshall (1997) 15 Ca1.4th 1, 34.)
In any given case, one "lTIay speculate about any nUlnber of scenarios
that may have occurred. . . . A reasonable inference, however, may
not be based on suspicion alone, or on ilnagination, speculation,
supposition, sunnise, conjecture, or guess work .... A finding of fact
must be an inference drawn frOITI evidence rather than ... a mere
speculation as to probabilities without evidence." (People v. Morris
(1988) 46 Ca1.3d 1, 19, internal quotations oITIitted.)

Generally, single witness' testimony is enough to uphold a verdict under this
standard, but be aware of a rare exception if testin10ny is "inherently improbable"
or "physically impossible." (People v. Allen (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 616,623.)

DE NOVO = Standard of Review of Choice
(Generally applies for claims involving statutory analysis, the accuracy of jury instructions,
and the application of legal standards)
II

What I-Iappens Under Standard: Reviewing courts independently decide whether
2

they believe error occurred, without deference to trial court's conclusions
III

Hybrid Situations: Sorne situations exist that involve both factual and legal
questions, where the factual questions are given deference but where the legal
questions are reviewed de novo.
III

3.

Examples: Claims regarding suppression of evidence (People v. Glaser
(1995) 11 Ca1.4th 354, 362), suppression of statements (People v. Leonard
(2007) 40 Ca1.4th 1370, 1400), prosecution's due diligence in locating
witness (People v. Cromer (2001) 24 Ca1.4th 889, 900-901), suggestiveness
of pretrial lineup (People v. Kennedy (2005)36 Ca1.4th 595, 609):
a.

Apply substantial evidence standard to factual findings - if
supported by substantial evidence, give deference

b.

Decide the legal question de novo, based on the factual findings
supported by substantial evidence

ABUSE OF nISCP~TION Highly Deferential. .. but not all definitions are created equal
(Generally applies when judge has to make decision based on weighing process)
III

What lIappens Under Standard: Reviewing courts reverse if they find trial court
acted unreasonably
Define standard with more favorable language:
III

Trial court decisions should be premised on "impartial discretion, guided
and controlled by fixed legal principles, to be exercised in conformity
with the spirit of the law, and in a manner to subserve and not to
ilnpede or defeat the ends of substantial justice." (People v. Superior
Court (Alvarez) (1997) 14 Ca1.4th 968,977.)
"[T]he discretion that the trial court is empowered to use is predicated upon
reason and law but is primarily directed to the necessary end of justice. As
judges, such discretion requires the application of sound judgment that takes
into consideration that life is not always predictable and that things do not
always go according to plan." (People v. Zaring (1992) 8 Cal.App.4th
362, 379.)
Discretion lnust be "grounded in reasoned judgment. " (PeopIe v. Stone
(1999) 75 Ca1.App.4th 707, 716.)
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Discretion must be "guided by legal principles and legal policies
appropriate to the particular Inatter at issue." (People v. Stone (1999)
75 Ca1.App.4th 707, 716.)
3

II

An abuse of discretion occurs where "concern is wholly speculative and
therefore lacking any reasonable basis in the record." (In re Robert L.

(1993) 21 Cal.App.4th 1057, 1068.)
Although the abuse of discretion standard is deferential, reviewing courts
"should not rubbcrstarnp a decision of the trial court when the totality
of the circumstances indicates the court's discretion has been abused."
(People v. Harvey (1984) 151 Cal.App.3d 660,667.)
Try to find a hook, for example, an arguable misunderstanding by the court or
helpful language in case law

4.

FAILURE TO EXERCISE DISCRETION
II

What Happens Under Standard: Reviewing court independently decides whether
trial court had discretion at issue and whether the trial court recognized it had such
discretion
E.g. People v. Downey (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 899, 912 [failure to recognize
discretion not to impose consecutive sentence]; In re Manzy W. (1997) 14 Ca1.4th
1199, 1207 -1208 [failure to declare juvenile true finding misdemeanor or felony];
People v. Medina (2001) 89 Cal.App.4th 318, 323 [failure to recognize
discretion to reinstate on probation]

5.

II

Is such an argument strategically a good idea?

II

If so, include fallback abuse of discretion argument?

SPECIAL STANDARDS ALSO EXIST
(E.g., ineffective assistance of counsel (see section D»
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c.

STANDARDS OF PREJUDICE
1.

Standards of Prejudice, some definitions:
--Structural Error: prejudicial per se; reversal required. Applicable to a
few core federal constitutional errors, including complete lack of trial
counsel; judicial bias~ denial of Faretta right to self-representation; olnission
or Inaterial misinstruction on reasonable doubt; defendant's lack of
cOlnpetence
--Chapmanl"harmless beyond a reasonable doubt"standard, i.e., is there a
"reasonable possibility" of a lnore favorable outcoine absent the error.
Applicable to Inost federal constitutional errors
--Watsonl"reasonable probability" standard. Applicable to Inost state law
errors. Does not require Inore than 50% probability, "but Inerely a
reasonable chance, Inore than an abstract possibility." (College Hospital v.
Superior Court (1994) 8 Ca1.4th 704, 715, italics original.)
--"boutique" standards, an example:
--lAC (Strickland) "reasonable probability" standard, i.e., does the
attorney error "undennine confidence in the outcome"? This standard
has been held to required a sOlnewhat higher probability than the
Watson "reasonable probability" standard, but something less than
50%.

2.

Cumulative Error.
en a JUry finding, then the
cOlnbined effects of the errors lnust be weighed in assessing prejUdice. (See People
v. Hill (1998) 17 Ca1.4th 800, 844.) Also, if one error is federal and one state,
cOlnbined effects are weighed under the federal (Chapman) standard.

3.

Frame issue to get more favorable standard, if possible. How?
--Federalize (see 2/18/09 MCLE handout, attached)
--Obvious federal constitutional rights, e.g., right to jury trial, to a
finding on each elelnent beyond a reasonable doubt, to present a
defense, to confront (e.g., Crawford error)
--Ostensibly state errors, if "bad enough" can be federalized:
--Did an evidentiary or instructional error "so infuse[] the trial
with unfairness as to deny due process"? (Estelle v. McGuire
(1991) 502 U.S. 62, 75.)
--Exclusion of highly relevant defense evidence Inay
violate due process right to present evidence or to confront
(Crane v. Kentucky (1986) 476 U.S. 683)
--Deprivation of state-created procedural right Inay violate due
process (flicks v. Oklahoma (1980) 447 U.S. 343)
--Prosecutoriallnisconduct, if substantial enough, Inay violate
due process (Darden v. Wainright (9th Cir. 1986)

J
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•

--Argue judicial error, if possible, not just lAC: Where a federal
constitutional right is ilnplicated, this yields the Chapman standard, rather
than the less favorable Strickland standard applicable to lAC.
4.

Mechanics of Arguing Prejudice
--Argue both the prejudice inherent in the error and why it was
prejudicial under the filcts of this case. Why, given the evidence and the
prosecution and defense theories of the case, is it plausible there lnight have
been a lnore favorable outcolne absent the error. Sow the factual seeds for
this argument in the statelnent of facts.
--Common indicators suggesting prejudice
--closeness of case, either due to weak prosecution evidence or strong
defense evidence, or both
--partial acquittallnay suggest prejudice; examples:
--where error in nlurder trial relates to defense of heat of passion,
jury's rejection of prelneditation in favor of second degree murder is
supportive of a prejudice argulnent
--where error relates to prosecution aider and abettor liability, jury's
rejection of personal weapon use or personal OBI allegations suggests
defendant was not the perpetrator, making it more likely jurors relied
on aider and abettor theory
--lengthy deliberations
--jury questions
--jury deadlock prior to verdict, or hung jury in a previous trial
--the error related to a central principle in the case
--prosecution argulnent to jury capitalizing on or exacerbating the error

D.
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL
(Seminal case laying out standard: Strickland v. Washington (1984) 466 U.S. 668 [104 S.Ct. 2052,
80 L.Ed.2d 674])
1.

Unreasonable Conduct/Omission: Counsel failed to act in manner that would be
expected of reasonably competent advocates (Strickland, at p. 688)
81

2.

Just because counsel performed cOll1petently or even great most of the time does
not end the analysis. If counsel acted problematically in a single way, if prejudicial,
then a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel should be considered.

No reasonable strategic justification justified counsel's act or omission (really part of
first question)
81

If appeal versus habeas petition, there must be no conceivable reasonable strategic
justification. (People v. Wilson (1992) 3 Ca1.4th 926, 926.)

6

Strategy must be reasonable.
III

Although an appellate court's review of the perfonnance of counsel is
deferential, '" [dJeference is not abdication ' [citation]; it lnust never be
used to insulate counsel's performance frOln meaningful scrutiny and
thereby automatically validate challenged acts or olnissions.
Otherwise, the constitutional right to the effective assistance of
counsel would be reduced to forn1 without substance." (People v.
Ledesn'za (1987) 43 Ca1.3d 171,217.)

Strategy can only explain an attorney's actions if the attorney has the
knowledge necessary to Inake an infonned strategic decision. (In re Saunders
(1970) 2 Ca1.3d 1033, 1042, fn. 7.)
III

3.

Prejudice: Absent such deficient performance, a reasonable probability of a different
result exists
II1II

E.

If habeas petition and counsel has not responded to inquiries about strategy,
can argue relief is warranted because "counsel was asked for an explanation
and failed to provide one." (People v. Pope (1979) 23 Ca1.3d 412, 426;
accord, People v. Stewart (2004) 33 Ca1.4th 425, 459.)

A "reasonable probability" is "a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in
the outcome." (Strickland, at p. 694.)

HYPOTHETICAL ON ISSUE-FRAMING: CALCRlM 860 defines assault with a
fire ann and assault with a deadly weapon and includes the language: "The touching can be
done indirectly be causing an obj ect [or SOlneone else] to touch the other person."
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Richardson v. Superior Court (2008) 43 Ca1.4th 1040, 1050-1051
[9] "'Generally, "[ w ]here the language of a statute uses terms that have been judicially
construed, ' "the presumption is almost irresistible"" that the terms have been used' "in
the precise and technical sense which had been placed upon them by the courts." , " , " (
People v. Lawrence (2000) 24 Ca1.4th 219,231,99 Cal.Rptr.2d 570,6 P.3d 228.)

[10] The parties agree that the term "reasonable probability" has been the subject of
prior judicial construction in other contexts relevant to our analysis. Petitioner cites the
use of the "reasonable probability" standard in connection with claims of ineffective
assistance of counsel ( Strickland v. Washington (1984) 466 U.S. 668,104 S.Ct. 2052,
80 L.Ed.2d 674 ( Strickland)) and the assessment of prejudice for state law error (
People v. Watson (1956) 46 Ca1.2d 818, 299 P.2d 243 (Watson )). Under Strickland, a
defendant asserting ineffective assistance of coUnSellTIUst demonstrate "( 1) that counsel's
performance was deficient, i.e., that the representation fell below an objective standard of
reasonableness, and (2) that there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's
unprofessional errors, the result would have been more favorable to defendant, i.e., a
probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome." ( In re Ross (1995) 10
Ca1.4th 184,201,40 Cal.Rptr.2d 544,892 P.2d 1287.) Under the Watson standard,
prejudicial error is shown where" , "after an examination of the entire cause, including
the evidence" [the reviewing court] is of the "opinion" that it is reasonably probable that
a result more favorable to the appealing party would have been reached in the absence of
the error.' [Citation.] 'We have made clear that a "probability" in this context does not
mean more likely than not, but merely a reasonable chance, more than an abstract
possibility.' [Citation.]" ( Cassim v. Allstate Ins. Co. (2004) 33 Ca1.4th 780, 800, 16
Cal.Rptr.3d 374,94 P.3d 513.)

We agree that in the context of the statute, the term "reasonable probability" has the same
meaning that it has in the ***234 Strickland and Watson contexts. Seizing upon part of
the Strickland formulation-"a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the
outcome" ( Strickland, supra, 466 U.S. at p. 694, 104 S.Ct. 2052)-petitioner contends
that the reasonable probability requirement can be satisfied by something less than
showing a different, more favorable result. Not so. "[A] defendant cannot establish a
constitutional violation simply by demonstrating that an alleged trial-related error could
or might have affected the jury. To establish that ineffective assistance of counsel
violates the Sixth Amendment, for example, a defendant must show a * 1051 ' reasonable
probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the proceeding
would have been different.' [Citation.]" (Boyde v. California (1990) 494 U.S. 370,
380-381, fn. 4, 110 S.Ct. 1190, 108 L.Ed.2d 316, italics added.) Therefore, to prevail on
a section 1405 motion, the defendant must demonstrate that, had the DNA testing been

available, in light of all of the evidence, there is a reasonable probability-that is, a
reasonable chance and not merely an abstract possibility-that the defendant would have
obtained a more favorable result.
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appeal the Court of Appeal believes it should have decided differently the first tilne; some
exceptions apply, as when there is a contrary supervening decision by the California
Supreme Court. These doctrines are treated in more detail in §2.52 of chapter 2, "First
Things First: What Can Be Appealed and What It Takes To Get an Appeal Started."
B.

Standard of Review - Degree of Deference to Findings Below

[§4.4S]

Standards of review involve the various degrees of deference the appellate court
will give the findings and rulings in the lower court. In assessing the viability of potential
appellate issues, counsel must weigh whether and to what extent the appellate court will
reconsider decisions made in the proceedings below.
I.

Abuse of discretion

[§4.46]

A high degree of deference to the decision below is given under the "abuse of
discretion'; standard. The reviewing court asks whether the trial court's decision was one
a reasonable court could have made or whether it exceeded the bounds of reason.
The abuse of discretion standard is often applied to issues involving judgment
calls, such as sentencing, withdrawal of the plea, evidentiary rulings, motions for new
trial, and Marsden]?' and Faretta 14 motions.
Part of the reason for using a deferential standard like abuse of discretion is that
the trial court is in a far superior position to that of a reviewing court in making judgment
calls, because the trial court observes the proceedings firsthand and can assess more
precisely such multiple intangible factors as witness credibility that must go into the
decision-making process. Another reason is to avoid routinely second-guessing the trial
court's decisions and possibly undermining its authority in presiding over courtroom
proceedings. Another is to conserve appellate court resources.
Although the appellate court's deference to the decision below is high under the
abuse of discretion standard, it is not absolute. All exercises of discretion must be guided
by legal principles and policies, not arbitrariness or caprice. (People v. Superior Court
(Alvarez) (1997) ] 4 Ca1.4th 968, 977.)

13people v. Marsden (] 970) 2 Ca1.3d ] 18 (motion to remove appointed trial
counsel because of defective performance).
J4Faretta v. Cal~fornia (1975) 422 U.S. 806 (right to self-representation at trial).
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2.

Substantial evidence

[§4.4 7]

A similar standard, applicable to factual findings, is the "substantial evidence" test,
which is used when assessing sufficiency of the evidence to support the verdict or rulings
on motions. Like the abuse of discretion test, it asks whether a reasonable decision maker
could have reached the conclusions it did. Specifically, the substantial evidence test asks
whether a reasonable trier of fact could have made the factual determinations actually
made in the case, given the applicable burden of proof. It requires evidence that is
reasonable, credible, and of solid value. (People v. Johnson (1980) 26 Ca1.3d 557,578.)
If the issue is sufficiency of the evidence to sustain a conviction in a criminal case,
the question for the appellate court is whether a reasonable trier of fact could have found
the defendant guilty of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt in light of all the evidence. ls
(Jackson v. Virginia (1979) 443 U.S. 307, 319.) Different burdens of -proof, such as
"clear and convincing evidence" and "preponderance of the evidence," apply in different
contexts. The substantial evidence test varies accordingly.
This standard, like the abuse of discretion one, is deferential to the decision maker
below. Part of the reason is practical the jurors or other trier of fact see the witnesses
and evidence in person and can weigh it more precisely than an appellate court looking at
a cold record. In addition, because juries bring into the courtroom community values and
a collective con1mon sense, th¥y are given an institutional role as primary trier of fact. To
preserve their authority and ensure reasonable finality of the judgment, their decisions are
subject only to deferential substantial evidence review in the appellate courts. Another
reason is to conserve appellate court resources. (See People v. Louis (1986) 42 Ca1.3d
969, 985-986, disapproved on other grounds in People v. Mickey (1991) 54 Ca1.3d 612,
672, fn. 9.)
3.

De novo

[§4.48]

In some circumstances the reviewing court will not defer at all to the lower court,
but wil1 reach an independent decision; this standard is called "de novo" review. It
applies primarily to questions of law. It is used, for example,. with respect to issues
involving statutory construction (People ex reI Locker v. Shamrock Foods, Co. (2000) 24
Ca1.4th 415,432; People v. RelIc)' (2000) 22 Ca1.4th 860,871), the legal correctness of
instructions (People v. Guiuan (1998) 18 Ca1.4th 558, 570-571), and the legal

15The evidence must be viewed in the light most favorable to the verdict. (People
v. Johnson (1980) 26 Ca1.3d 557, 576-577.)
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implications of given facts (People v. Cromer (200]) 24 Ca1.4th 889,900-901
[prosecution's due diligence in locating witness]).
The theory here is that an appellate court is institutionally in a superior position to
decide a question of law. Its judges occupy higher office than trial judges and usually
have l110re experience in the law; appellate decisions are collective; and the Court of
Appeal's fundamental processed are intrinsically deliberative. (See People v. Louis
(I 986) 42 Ca1.3d 969, 986, disapproved on other grounds in People v. Mickey (1991) 54
Ca1.3d 612,672, fn. 9.) A decision maker resolving purely legal questions does not gain
any advantage by personal presence in the courtroom; indeed, there is an advantage to
distance.
Another policy reason not to give trial judges the primary role in determining legal
matters is that, while fact-finding and running a courtroom are case-specific roles, the law
is supposed to mean the same no matter where in the jurisdiction it is being applied.
Assigning trial judges the final say on the law, with only deferential review, would almost
certainly fragment legal interpretation and introduce inconsistency and unpredictability
into the system.
4.

Mixed standards

[§4.49]

Mixed standards of review apply when the issue involves questions of both fact
and law. (See People v. Ault (2004) 33 Ca1.4th 1250, 1264, fn. 8; People v. Louis (1986)
42 Ca1.3d 969, 984-988, disapproved on other grounds in People v. Mickey (1991) 54
Ca1.3d612, 672, fn. 9.) The appellate court must (1) determine what "historical facts"
have been established, under a deferential substantial evidence standard, (2) determine the
applicable legal principles, a de novo question, and (3) reach a legal conclusion about
those facts, usually under a de novo standard of review. (People v. Kennedy (2005) 36
Ca1.4th 595,608-609 [suggestiveness of pretrial lineup]; People v. Butler (2003) 31
Ca1.4th 1119, 1127 [probable cause for involuntary HIV testing]; People v. Leyba (1981)
29 Ca1.3d 591, 596-597 [reasonableness of detention].)
An example of such an approach is the legality of a detention or search. First
considering what findings of fact the trial court made (for example, what information the
officer had before taking action), the appellate court determines whether those findings
were supported by substantial evidence i.e., whether a reasonable trier of fact could
have made the findings by a preponderance of the evidence. The appellate court then
decides independently and de novo whether, given those facts, the officer's conduct was
reasonable under Fourth Amendment standards. (People v. Leyba (1981) 29 Ca1.3d 591,
596-597.)

]7
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A some situations a decision involving a nominally mixed issue may be
characterized as "predominately" one of law or fact, and the standard of review will be
applied accordingly. (E.g., People v. Ault (2004) 33 Ca1.4th 1250,1264-1272 [if trial
court grants new trial, its finding of prejudice from juror misconduct is to be reviewed
deferentially], but see People v. Nesler (1997) 16 Ca1.4th 561,582-583 [finding of no
prejudice froin juror misconduct reviewed de novo]; People v. Cromer (2001) 24 Ca1.4th
889, 900-901 [prosecution's due diligence in locating witness is primarily question of
law].)
C.

Standard of Prejudice

[§4.50]

An error is not reversible un less it is prejudicial. With very few exceptions, an
issue will not be successful on appeal unless counsel can demonstrate to the court not
only that there was error but also that it affected the outcome of the proceedings. (Cal.
Const., art. VI, § 13; Pen. Code, §§ 1258,1404; Evid. Code, §§ 353,354.) In assessing
this critical question, counsel must take account of the applicable standard of prejudice,
asking, "What likelihood of prejudice must be shown to get a reversal or other relief?"
Counsel must then weigh the facts of the case in light of this standard, asking, "Can a
reasonable argument be made that the error was prejudicial?"
1.

Prejudicial per se

[§4.51]

The standard most favorable to the defendant is prejudicial or reversible per se.
Prejudicial per se errors automatically require reversal. They involve "structural error" violation of certain rights fundamental to the integrity of the proceedings. Such error is
an intrinsic miscarriage of justice and requires reversal without a showing that the
outcoine would have been different in the absence of the violation. A harmless error
analysis is unnecessary because prejudice is presumed by operation of law. (See Arizona
v. Fulminante (1991) 499 U.S. 279, 309-310; Rose v. Clark (1986) 478 U.S. 570,577578.)
Examples of prejudicial per se errors include:
Complete lack of counsel at trial 16 (Gideon v. Wainwright (1 963) 372 U.S.
335).

16Failure to provide counsel on appeal to brjef an arguable issue is also reversible
per se. (Penson v. Ohio (1988) 488 U.S.
.)
18
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Denial of retained counsel of choice (United States v. Gonzalez-Lopez
(2006) __ U.S. __ [126 S.Ct. 2557,165 L.Ed.2d 409]).
Biased judge (Tumey v. Ohio (1927) 273 U.S. 510) or juror (People v.
Nesler (1997) 16 Ca1.4th 561, 579).17
Denial of the right to self-representation at trial (McKaskle v. Wiggins
(1984) 465 U.S. 168, 1 77 -178, fn. 8; see Faretta v. Cal~fornia (1975) 422
U.S. 806; cf. People v. Tena (2007) 151 Cal.AppAth 720 [any error in
denying Faretta request at preliminary hearing subject to harmless error
rule when defendant later accepted counsel] .).
Material misinstruction or complete lack of instruction on the reasonable
doubt standard (Sullivan v. Louisiana (1993) 508 U.S. 275, 277-278).
DiscrilTIination in the selection of a jury (Batson v. Kentucky (1986) 476
U.S. 79,100) or grand jury (Vasquez v. Hillery (1986) 474 U.S. 254).
Defendant's lack of competence to stand trial (People v. Stankewitz (1982)
32 Ca1.3d 80, 94; see Pate v. Robinson (1966) 383 U.S. 375,378).
Denial of a jury trial (People v. Ernst (1994) 8 Ca1.4th 441, 448-449; see
Rose v. Clark (1986) 478 U.S. 570, 578; cf. Washington v. Recueno (2006)
___ U.S._ [126 S.Ct. 2546, 165 L.Ed.2d 466] [Blakely error in denying
jury trial as to sentencing factors subject to Chapman 18 review J).
Denial ofa public trial (Waller v. Georgia (1984) 467 U.S. 39,49, fn. 9;
People v. Baldwin (2006) 142 Cal.AppAth 1416).
Denial of defendant's right to be present at trial, when his absence was not
attributable to his own voluntary conduct (see Riggins v. Nevada (1992) 465
U.S. 12 13 7 [administration of psychotropic medication against
defendant's will during trial: "whether the outcome of the trial might have
been different if Riggins' motion had been granted would be purely

171n contrast, the right to an unbiased prosecutor under Penal Code section] 424 is
not structural error, but is judged under the test of People v. Watson (1956) 46 Cal.2d
818. (People v. Vasquez (2006) 39 Cal.4th 47, 66-71.)
18Chapman v. Cal~fornia (1967) 386 U.S. 18; see §4.52, post.
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speculative"]; see also pending California Supreme Court case, People v.
Concepcion (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 872, review granted Nov. 15,2006,
S] 46288 [trial went on for one day without defendant although he had been
recaptured after fleeing during trial]).
In some of these situations, establishing prejudice would be inherently speculative
because the error pervades the entire proceedings - for example, lack of counsel,
defendant's lack of competence, reasonable doubt instruction, and lack of an impartial
judge. In others, the right involved is based on fundamental values more or less extrinsic
to the accuracy of trial outcomes - for example, discrimination in selection of jurors, right
to counsel of choice and self-representation, and public trial. The right to a jury falls into
both categories.

2.

Reversible unless lack of prejudice is shown beyond a reasonable
doubt (Chapman)
[§4.52]

The standard of prejudice next most favorable to the defendant is that of Chapman
v. Cal~fornia (1967) 386 U.S. 18, which held violations of most federal constitutional

rights 19 require reversal unless the prosecution can prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
the violation did not affect the result. Chapman error is distinctive in its source (the
federal Constitution), in placing the burden of proof on the beneficiary of the error (the
prosecution), and in creating a high standard for showing harmlessness (beyond a
reasonable doubt).
Some examples of this type of error were enumerated in Rose v. Clark (1986) 478
U.S. 570,577-578:
[Delaware v. Van Arsdall (1986) 475 U.S. 673, 684J (failure to permit
cross-examination concerning witness bias); Rushen v. Spain, 464 U.S. 114,
1] 8 (1983) (per curiam) (denial of right to be present at trial); United States
v. Hasting, 461 U.S. 499, 508-509 (1983) (improper comment on
defendant's failure to testify); Moore v. Illinois, 434 U.S. 220,232 (1977)
(admission of witness identification obtained in violation of right to
counsel); Milton v. Wainwright, 407 U.S. 371 (1972) (admission of

19Exceptions to the applicability of Chapman for federal constitutional errors are
those that are reversible per se ( §4.51, ante) and those governed by specialized
"boutique" tests, such as ineffective assistance of counsel issues, prosecutorial
suppression of evidence, and conflicts of interest on the part of defense counsel ( §4.54 et
seq., post).
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confession obtained in violation of right to counsel); Chamber,)' v. Maroney,
399 U.S. 42, 52-53 (1970) (admission of evidence obtained in violation of
the Fourth Amendment). See also Hopper v. Evans, 456 U.S. 605, 613-614
(1982 ) (citing Chapman and finding no prejudice from trial court's failure
to give lesser included offense instruction).
Other examples are introduction of an out-of-court statell1ent of a non-testifying
codefendant (Brown v. United States (1973) 411 U.S. 223,231-232), prosecutorial
misconduct in comll1enting on a defendant's failure to testify (Chapman v. Cal~fornia
(1967) 386 U.S. 18), introduction of an involuntary confession (Arizona v. Fulminante
(1991) 499 U.S. 279, 309-310), failure to instruct directly on reasonable doubt (People v.
Vann (1971) 12 Ca1.3d 220, 227 -228; People v. Flores (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 199),
omission of an element in instructing on an offense (Neder v. United States (1999) 527
U.S. 1,9-12, 16; People v. Flood (1998) 18 Ca1.4th 470, 502-503)/° instructing the jury
malice should be presumed in the absence of contrary evidence (Rose v. Clark, at pp. 577578), and Blakely21 error in failing to submit a sentencing factor to ajury (Washington v.
Recueno (2006) _U.S._ [126 S.Ct. 2546, 165 L.Ed.2d 466]). (See also list of
Chapman cases in Arizona v. Fulminante, at pp. 306-307.) .
3.

Not reversible unless the defendant shows it is reasonably probable
the error affected the outcome (Watson)
[§4.53]

The most common standard of prejudice, and the one least favorable to the
defendant, is found in People v. Watson (1956) 46 Ca1.2d 818. This standard puts the
burden on the appellant to show it is reasonably probable the error affected the outcome
of the case. The Watson standard is applied to virtually all errors based on statutory,
common-law, or state constitutional violations except those implicating fundamental
rights and affecting the basic integrity of the proceedings.
"Reasonably probable" does not mean the defendant n1ust show more likely than
not the error affected the outcome. "Probable" in this context does not mean a more than
50o/c) chance, "but merely a rea,)'onable chance, more than an abstract possihility."
( College Hospital. Inc. v. Superior Court (1994) 8 Ca1.4th 704, 715, italics original);

2°The California Supreme Court in Flood did not decide whether in some instances
an instructional omission might be "the equivalent of failing to submit the entire case to
the jury - an error that clearly would be a 'structural' rather than a 'trial' error.
(Citation.)" (Flood, at p. 503.)

'Blakely v. Washington (2004) 542 U.S. 296.
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People v. Watson (1956) 46 Ca1.2d 818, 837 [if probabilities of prejudice and
harmlessness are equally balanced, defendant has necessarily shown miscarriage of
justice ].)
Just a few examples of error governed by the Watson test are error in admitting
evidence that was irrelevant or violated Evidence Code section 352, error affecting expert
testimony, many forms of prosecutorial misconduct, and ordinary instructional error.
4.

"Boutique" tests of prejudice

[§4.54]

Certain kinds of errors are governed by specialized tests unique to that area.
Common examples are ineffective assistance of counsel, suppression of material
favorable evidence by the prosecution, defense counsel conflict of interest, and juror
misconduct.
a.

Ineffective assistance of counsel

[§4.55]

Ineffective assistance of counsel is judged by Strickland v. Washington (1984) 466
U.S. 668, 694, which held that unreasonably deficient performance by counsel is
reversible only if the defendant shoVJS a "reasonable probability" a different result would
have occurred without the error. 22 A reasonable probability is defined as a probability
sufficient to affect "the reliability of the result" (id. at p. 693) or, in other words, to
undennine "confidence in the outcome" (id. at p. 694).23 It does not mean more likely
than not and does not authorize use of a preponderance of the evidence standard. (Jd. at
pp. 693-694; see also Woodford v. Visciotti (2002) 537 U.S. 19,23-24.)

b.

Prosecutorial suppression of evidence

[§4.56]

The prosecution has a duty to disclose evidence only if the evidence is (1 )
favorable to the defense and (2) material on guilt or punishment. (United States v. Bagley

22Despite the similar wording, the Strickland "reasonable probability" standard is
not necessarily the same as the Watson "reasonably probable" standard. The Strickland
standard may be more rigorous than Watson, somewhere between the Chapman and
Watson standards. (People v. Howard (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 4],47-48, fn. 4.)

Strickland "specifically rejected the proposition that the defendant had to prove
more likely than not that the outcome would be altered .... " ( Woodford v. Visciotti
(2002) 537 U.S. 19,22; College Hospital Inc. v. Superior Court (1994) 8 Ca1.4th 704,
715.)
23
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(1985) 473 U.S. 667,674; In re Sas,s'ounian (1995) 9 Ca1.4th 535,543-545; see Brady v.
Maryland (1963) 373 U.S. 83.) Materiality in turn depends on whether there is a
"reasonable probability" that, if the evidence had been disclosed to the defense, the result
would have been different. (Bagley, at p. 678; Sassounian, at p. 544.) A reasonable
probability is one sufficient to undennine confidence in the outcome. (Bagley, at p. 685;
Sassounian, at p. 544.) Since failure to disclose is not error at all unless it is reasonably
likely to have affected the outcome - i.e., to have been prejudicial - a determination of
error is necessarily a detern1ination of prejudice. (Sassounian, at p. 545, fn. 7.)
c.

Defense counsel conflict of interest

[§4.57]

Conflicts of interest include such situations as representing mUltiple parties in the
same proceeding (People v. Mroczka (1983) 35 Ca1.3d 86), having pecuniary interests
adverse to the defendant (Maxwell v. Superior Court (1982) 30 Ca1.3d 606, 612), or
having a past attorney-chent relationship with a current witness (Leverson v. Superior
Court (1983) 34 Ca1.3d 530).
Under the federal standard (Sixth Amendment), a potential conflict is not
sufficient: the defendant must show the conflict actually affected the adequacy of
counsel's representation, in the sense of causing counsel not to represent the defendant as
vigorously as he or she might have without the conflict. (Cuyler v. Sullivan (1980) 446
U.S. 335, 349-350; United States v. Rodrigues (9th Cif. 2003) 347 F.3d 818, 820,823824; People v. Clark (1993) 5 Ca1.4th 950, 995.)
Reversal is automatic if the attorney had such a conflict and the defendant made a
tilnely objection to the conflicted representation. (Holloway v. Arkansas (1978) 435 U.S.
475, 488.) Even if there was no objection, the trial court must undertake an inquiry if it
knows or reasonably should know of the conflict. (Mickens v. Taylor (2002) 535 U.S.
162,168-169; Wood v. Georgia (1981) 450 U.S. 261,273, fn. 18.) The defendant need
not demonstrate prejudice, in the sense of effect on the outcome of the case. (Holloway,
at pp. 487-489.)
The California Constitution imposes a more rigorous standard than this, requiring
reversal for even a po tential conflict if the record supports "informed speculation" that
the defendant's right to effective representation was prejudicial1y affected by the conflict.
(People v. Clark (1993) 5 CaI.4th 950, 995; see also People v. Rodriguez (1986) 42
Ca1.3d 1005, 1014.) Proof of an actual conflict is not required. (People v. Mroczko
(1983) 35 Ca1.3d 86, ] 05.)
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d.

Juror misconduct

[§4.58]

Juror misconduct involving receipt of information about the case from outside
sources requires reversal if there appears a substantial likelihood of juror bias. (In re
Carpenter (1995) 9CaI.4th 634,650-655.) Bias n1ay be found in two ways: (1) the
extraneous material is inherently prejudicial - i.e., in itself substantially likely to have
influenced a juror; or (2) under the circumstances of the case, the court determines that it
is substantially likely a juror was actually biased against the defendant. If there is a
substantial likelihood that a juror was actual1y biased, reversal is required even though the
court is convinced an unbiased jury would have reached the same verdict. "[AJ biased
adjudicator is one of the few structural trial defects that compel reversal without
application ofa harmless error standard." (People v. Nesler (1997) 16 Ca1.4th 561, 579.)
5.

Cumulative error

[§4.59J

Even if the prejudice from one error might not by itself justify reversal, counsel
may still be able to argue for reversal on the ground the errors were collectively or
cumulatively prejudicial. (See People v. Hill (1998) 17 Ca1.4th 800, 844; People v.
Criscione (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 275, 293; People v. Cuccia (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th 785,
795; People v. Kent (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 207, 217-218; People v. Williams (197]) 22
Cal.App.3d 34, 58.)

If any of the errors to be considered in aggregation presents a federal constitutional
question, then the cumulative error argument also presents a federal question to be
reviewed for prejudice under the Chapman standard. (People v. Woods (2006) 146
Cal.App.4th 106,117; United States v. Rivera (lOth Cir. 1990) 900 F.2d ]462,1470, fn.
6; see also Cargle v. Mullin (10th Cir. 2003) 317 F .3d 1196, 1220.)
6.

Arguing prejudice

[§4.60]

Prejudice can be assessed in a number of ways, depending on the nature of the
error, its relationship to the facts as presented at trial, the theories of the defense and
prosecution, any evidence of its actual effect on the jury.
a.

Errors inherently carrying a high probability of prejudice
[§4.61]

Some kinds of error are inherently likely to cause prejudice - for example,
comments by persons in authority such as judges or prosecutors, instructions, confessions,
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and evidence of other crimes or gang affiliation. While unless structural they do not
autonlatically require reversal, they heighten the probability of prejudice and warrant
especially close scrutiny. EXaJnples include:

.. Statements by judges: "[JJurors rely with great confidence on the fairness of
judges, and upon the correctness of their views expressed during trials." (People v. Lee
(1979) 92 Cal.App.3d 707, 715-716.f4
.. Statements by prosecutors: As a public official charged with representing the
generaJ interest and attaining justice, a prosecutor may have special stature in the eyes of
the jury, and so his or her misstatements may carry significant weight. 25
.. Instructions: Instructions are inevitably crucial in leading jurors (who are for the
most part unschooled in the law) to a conclusion. (See People v. Clair (1992) 2 Ca1.4th
629, 663 ["jurors treat the court's instructions as a statement of the law by a judge"]. )26
.. Confessions: The defendant's own words inevitably carry heavy weight before a
jury; it is difficult to ignore a confession or substantial admission of guilt.27

24See People v. Brock (1967) 66 Ca1.2d 645,649,654-655; People v.lvlorse (1964)
60 Ca1.2d 631,650; People v. Perkins (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th 1562; People v. Fatone
(1985) 165Cal.App.3d 1164,1]72-1173,1174-1175.
25See People v. Guerrero (1976) 16 Ca1.3d 719,730; People v. Thomas (1992) 2
Ca1.4th 489,529; People v. Donaldson (2001) 93 Cal.App.4th 916, 932; People v. Deasee
(1993) 19 Cal.App.4th 374, 383-386; People v. Johnson (1981) 123 Cal.App.3d 103, 106;
People v. Buchtel (1963) 221 Cal.App.2d 397,403; People v. Carr (1958) 163
Cal.App.2d 568, 575-576; see Dean v. Hocker (9th Cir. 1969) 409 F.2d 319, 322.
26There are special tests for prejudice when instructions are conflicting (LeMons v.
Regents (1978) 21 Ca1.3d 869, 878; People v. Rhoden (1972) 6 CaI.3d 519, 520; People v.
Kelly (1980) 113 Cal.App.3d 1005,1014) or ambiguous (Clair, at p. 663; see Estelle v.
McGuire (199]) 502 U.S. 62, 72), or when a cautionary instruction may be required
(People v. Pensinger (1991) 52 CaI.3d 1210, 1268; People v. Lopez (1975) 47 Cal.App.3d
8, 14).
27See Arizona v. Fulminante (1991) 499 U.S. 279,296; People v. Spencer (1967)
66 Ca1.2d 158, 169; see also People v. Smith (1995) 31 Ca1.AppAth 1185, 1193-1194.
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.. Evidence of other crimes or gang affiliation: The fact that the defendant has
committed other crin1es or has criminal affiliations, such as gang membership, might
sway a jury to convict, regardless of the evidence on the current charge, if they think:
"He did it before and so probably did it this tilne," or "He's a bad person who should be
punished, even if not guilty now," or "He's a menace to society and should be taken off
the streets. ,,28
b.

Prominence of error

[§4.62]

An error may be prejudicial because it played a pron1inent role in the case. In
contrast, prejudice will be more difficult to establish when the error was relatively trivial,
involved tangential or uncontested matters, or happened only once and without particular
emphasis. Factors include:
.. Centrality to issues: The error may have directly affected the key issue in the
case, such as identity or mental state. It may have filled a substantial gap in the
prosecution's case or damaged the heart of the defense. 29
.. Emphasis given error: An error may have been repeated or exploited or given
special emphasis by the prosecutor during argument. 30 As the Supreme Court has put it:
'''There is no reason why we should treat this evidence as any less "crucial" than the
prosecutor - and so presumably the jury - treated it. ",31

28See People v Williams (1997) 16 Ca1.4th 153, 191 (gang affiliation); People v
Ewoldt (1994) 7 Ca1.4th 380, 404 (uncharged offenses); People v. Rolon (1967) 66 Ca1.2d
690,694, People v. Allen (1978) 77 Cal.App.3d 924, 935, and People v. Stinson (1963)
214 Cal.App.2d 476,482, and People v. Ozuna (1963) 213 Cal.App.2d 338, 342 (prior
offenses).
29See People v. Min~fie (1996) ] 3 Ca1.4th 1055, 1071-1072; People v. Woodard
(] 979) 23 Ca1.3d 329, 341; People v. Moore (1954) 43 Ca1.2d 51 7, 530-531; People v.
Pearch (199]) 229 Cal.App.3d 1282, 1294-1295; People v. Fuentes (1986) 183
Cal.App.3d 444, 455-456; People v. Hatchett (1944) 63 Cal.App.2d 144, 152.
30See People v. Louis (1986) 42Cal.3d 969, 995; People v. Woodard (1979) 23
Ca1.3d 329, 341.
3lPeople v. Powell (1967) 67 Ca1.2d 32,56-57, quoting People v. Cruz (1964) 61
Ca1.2d 861, 868.
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.. Jury's focus in area related to error: The jury may have asked for rereading of
testimony or instructions or asked questions related to tbe area of the error. When the
jury gives signs that the matters affected by the error are the very ones it considers
troublesome or important, prejudice can often be inferred. 32
c.

Closeness of the case

[§4.63]

One of the most crucial factors is whether the case was closely balanced or
relatively lopsided. Indicators of the closeness of a case include:
.. Evidence: A case in which the prosecution case is weak or the defense is strong
may well be affected by an error. 33 Conversely, in a one-sided case heavily weighted
against the defendant, convincing a court of prejudice is difficult even under Chapman .
.. Length o.!jury deliberations: Lengthy deliberations often are interpreted to
mean the jury was struggling with the issues and considered the case a close one. 34 On

32See People v. Williams (1976) 16 Ca1.3d 663, 669; People v. Rodriguez (1999)
69 Cal.AppAth 341,352 and People v. Spry (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1345, 1371-1372,
disapproved on other grounds in People v. Martin (2001) 25 Cal. 4th 1180, 1192; People
v. Filson (1994) 22 Ca1.App.4th 1841, 1852, disapproved on other grounds in People v.
Martinez (1995) 11 CaL 4th 434, 452; People v. Pearch (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d 1282,
1294-1295; People v. Steele (1989) 210 Cal.App.3d 67,74; People v. A1artinez (1984)
157 Cal.App.3d 660, 670.
33S ee , e.g., People v. vVagner (1975) 13 Ca1.3d 612,621; People v. Collins (1968)
68 Ca1.2d 319, 332-333; People v. Moore (1954) 43 Ca1.2d 51 530-531 (closely
balanced evidence, erroneous jury instructions on matters vital to defense); People v.
Weatherford (1945) 27 Cal.2d 401, 403 ; People v. Pearch (1991 ) 229 Cal. App. 3 d 1282,
1294-1295; People v. A lien (1978) 77 Cal.App.3 d 924, 93 5 (close contest of credibility);
see also People v. Maestas (1993) 20 Cal.App.4th 1482, 1498 (key prosecution evidence
of questionable credibility, whereas defense was strong); People v. Roberts (1967) 256
Cal.App.2d 488.
34Jn re Martin (1987) 44 Ca1.3d 1, 51 (22 hours over five days); People v. Rucker
(1980) 26 Ca1.3d 368,391 (nine hours); People v. Woodard (1979) 23 Ca1.3d 329,341
(six hours); People v. Anderson (1978) 20 Ca1.3d 647, 651 (several days); People v.
Collins (1968) 68 Ca1.2d 319, 332 (eight hours); People v. Steele (1989) 210 Ca1.App.3d
67,74 (four days of deliberation); People v. Fuentes (1986) 183 Cal.App.3d 444,455-456
(nine days).
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the other hand, a short deliberation time can indicate probable prejudice, if without the
error the evidence would have seemed sufficiently close to have required substantial
deliberation time. 35 Whether the deliberations were exceptionally long or short depends
of course on the complexity of the case .
.. Partial acquittal: The jury's refusal to convict on some counts may indicate a
close case. As one court has said: '"In view of the verdict's reflecting the jury's selective
behefin the evidence [by acquitting appellant on two of three counts], we cannot
conclude otherwise than that the [error] . . . was prejudicial." 36
d.

Evidence linking error to verdict

[§4.64 ]

The court may find prejudice if there is evidence of a causal connection between
the verdict and the error:
• Proximity: If the verdict was rendered in close proximity to the error, prejUdice
may be inferred may be used to establish prejudice. For example, if the court gave an
erroneous instruction during difficult jury deliberations and a guilty verdict followed
almost ilnmediately, it may be reasonable to conclude the error affected the result. 37
Comparative results: The fact a prior proceeding or another count without the
error had a more favorable result is another factor suggesting prejudice. 38
e

35See, e.g., People v. Marku5' (1978) 82 Ca1.App.3d 477,482, disapproved on other
grounds in People v. Montoya (1994) 7 Ca1.4th 1027,1040.
36 People v. Epps (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 691,698; see also People v. Washington
(1958) 163 Cal.App.2d 833, 846; see also People v. Steele (1989) 210 Cal.App.3d 67, 74.

37See People v. Williams (1976) 16 Ca1.3d 663, 669; People v. Thompson (1987)
195 Ca1.App.3d 244, 2
53; People v. Markus (1978) 82 Cal.App.3d 477,482,
disapproved on other grounds in People v. Montoya (1994) 7 Ca1.4th 1027,1040.
38See People v. Brooks (1979) 88 Cal.App.3d 180, 188; People v. Ozuna (1963)
213 Cal.App.2d 338,342.
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FEDERALIZING ISSUES
ADI February 18, 2009 MCLE
Speakers:

I.

Elaine Alexander, Executive Director
Howard Cohen, Staff Attorney
Anna M. Jauregui, Staff Attorney

EXHAUSTION OF STATE REMEDIES PREREQUISITE
28 U.S.C. § 2254(b)(1 )(A): "An application for a writ of habeas corpus ... shall
not be granted unless it appears that ... the applicant has exhausted the
remedies available in the courts of the State .... "

II.

IDENTIFYING ISSUES THAT CAN BE FEDERALIZED
A. Resources: ADI Manual, Chapters 5, § 5.42, et. seq., and 9, § 9.71, et. seq.
Exhausting State Remedies by Howard Cohen (as modified'
Feb.2009.)
Appeals & Writs in Criminal Cases (Cont. Ed. Bar 3RD ed. 2008)
§§ 13.28-13.84
Cal. Criminal Law: Procedure and Practice (Cont. Ed. Bar 1998)
§§ 45.16; 45.21
Examples of Obvious Issues that implicate federal constitutional law:
5th Amendment: Miranda violations; prosecutor's comments on
defendant's silence; doubie jeopardy
th
6 Amendment: right to present a defense; right to confrontation; denial of
Marsden motion; ineffective assistance of counsel; denial of Faretta or
defective waiver; right to speedy trial; right to jury trial
8th Amendment: cruel and unusual punishment; excessive bail
14th Amendment Due Process: prosecutor misconduct; failure to disclose,
collect or preserve eXCUlpatory evidence; impermissibly suggestive
identification procedures; prejudicial joinder of defendants; shackles;
involuntary confessions; judge or jury bias and misconduct; sufficiency of
the evidence; inconsistent verdicts; involuntary guilty plea
(Note: 4th Amendment claims cannot be raised in federal habeas, but can claim
denial of due process if denied a full and fair hearing on the suppression issue in
state court or ineffective assistance of counsel for failure to litigate a suppression
issue)
Examples of Not so Obvious Issues: The clear misapplication of state
constitutional, statutory, or case law may deprive of federal due process or equal

protection.
A writ is not available for erroneous interpretations or applications of state law
(Estelle v. McGuire (1991) 502 U.S. 62), for example, instructional rulings (Engle
v. Isaac (1982) 456 U.S. 107, 119) or evidentiary rulings, unless the state law
creates a liberty interest protected by federal due process, or if the error in
interpretation or application of state law is so egregious that it offends federal
due process standards. (Carter v. Kentucky (1981) 450 U.S. 288; Hicks v.
Oklahoma (1980) 447 U.S. 343.)
Examples are:
Evidentiary error or instructional error that '''so infused the trial with unfairness as
to deny due process'" (Estelle v.McGuire, supra, 502 U.S. at p. 75, quoting
Lisenba v. California (1941) 314 U.S. 219, 228), for example, hearsay statement
of unavailable prosecution witnesses. (Crawford v. Washington (2004) 541 U.S.
36 [out-of-court testimonial statements are barred unless witness is unavailable
and defendant had opportunity to cross examine]; Chia v. Cambra (9 th Cir. 2004)
360 F.3d 997, 1003-1004 [exclusion of hearsay statements by unavailable
declarant that simultaneously inculpated declarant and exonerated defendant
violated due process; statements were reliable, material, and would have
substantially corroborated the defense].)
Cumulative error. (Chambers v. Mississippi (1973) 410 U.S. 284, 298, 302-303;
ThonlBs v. Hubbard (9 th Cir. 2001) ,273 F.3d 1164, 1179~ 1181.)
Sentence violations. (Hicks v. Oklahoma (1980) 447 U.S. 343, 346-347[state
sentencing statute created liberty interest by providing that a jury would
determine punishment]; Toney v. Gammon (8 th Cir. 1996) 79 F3d 693, 699-700
[liberty interest in being sentenced under correct interpretation of statute, which
required trial court to exercise discretion to impose consecutive or concurrent life
terms rather than mandatory consecutive terms].)
III.

METHOD FOR FEDERALIZING APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
Briefing the Issue
Clearly set forth the federal issue in the heading or subheading (Cal.
Rules of Court, rule 8.204(a)(1 )(B); People v. Schnabel (2007) 150
Cal.App.4th 83, 84, fn. 1).
Clearly set forth the factual basis for the federal claim (operative facts)
(Kelly v. Small (9th Cir. 2003) 315 F.3d 1063, 1069, overruled on other
grounds in Robbins v. Carey (9th Cir. 2007) 481 F.3d 1143; see Davis v.
2

Silva (9th Cir. 2008) 511 F.3d 1005, 1011).

Clearly set forth the specific legal basis for the claim (Gray v. Netherland
(1996) 518 U.S. 152, 162-163 [claim must include reference to a specific
federal constitutional guarantee, as well as statement of facts entitling
petitioner to relief]; Picard v. Connor (1971) 404 U.S. 270, 278).
Argument must link operative facts to the legal theory (Castillo v.
McFadden (9th Cir. 2004) 399 F .3d 993).
IV.

FOLLOW THROUGH WITH PETITIONS FOR REHEARING AND REVIEW
Petition for Rehearing
If Court of Appeal did not address the federal issue, petition for rehearing.
(See Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.500(c)(2) [if the Court of Appeal omits an
issue in its opinion, the Supreme Court normally will decline to review it
unless the omission is called to attention of the Court of Appeal in a
petition for rehearing]; compare Smith v. Digman (1978) 434 U.S. 332,
333 (per curiam) ["too obvious to merit extended discussion that whether
the exhaustion requirement ... has been satisfied cannot turn upon
whether a state appellate court chooses to ignore in its opinion a federal
constitutional claim squarely raised in petitioner's brief in the state court,
and, indeed, in this case, vigorously opposed in the State's brief'].)
Petition for Review
Necessity for Supreme Court review. (O'Sullivan v. Boerckel (1999) 526
U.S. 838, 845,848; Roberts v. Arave (9th Cir. 1988) 847 F.2d 528, 530.)
Presentation (see III, Briefing Issue, ante):
Explicitly identify the federal issue
Describe the operative facts
Cite and discuss federal constitutional provisions and federal
authority.
Do not incorporate by reference from previous briefs or the Court of
Appeal opinion:
The petition for review itself must be sufficient
- that is, include explicit reference to federal
constitutional provisions and other federal
authorities and a description of all the
3

operative facts giving rise to the federal claim.
It should not incorporate by reference any
material facts or law argued in other
documents! or rely on the California Supreme
Court's opportunity to read the record or Court
of Appeal opinion. (See Baldwin v. Reese,
supra, 541 U.S. at pp. 31-32; Gatlin v. Madding
(9th Cir. 1999) 189 F.3d 882, 887-889 [state
rules (now California Rules of Court, rules
8.204(a)(1 )(8), 8.504(a)) require each issue be
raised specifically in petition for review and
supported by argument and authority; rule
(now 8.504(e)(3)) forbids incorporation by
reference]; Kibler v. Walters (9th Cir. 2000)
220 F.3d 1151, 1153.) The petition should
indicate how the issue was raised and resolved
in the Court of Appeal and should comply
strictly with the requirements of rules 8.500
and 8.504 of the California Rules of Court or
with rule 8.508 if an abbreviated petition is
filed.
California's rule requiring attachment of Court
of Appeal opinion will not likely satisfy
presentation requirement.

Abbreviated Petition for Review. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.508.)
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